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In the paper, a motion of magnetic nanoparticles in a high gradient magnetic field and its 
correlation with the characteristics of the magnetic fluid seal are numerically studied. The 
neutral curve defining a range of parameters, where the liquid keeps fluidity, is found. It 
is shown that the concentration of particles during the initial time period grows linearly 
and then the exponent decreases to 0.5 with time. It is found that at a high enough 
value of magnetic field the area of close-packed particles is formed under the pole tip. 
Numerical simulation has shown that with some values of the parameters it is possible 
to decrease the magnetic particles’ concentration essentially so that the basic fluid leaks 
out from the seal under gravity, i.e. the magnetic fluid seal fails. It has appeared that 
the characteristic time of the described processes depends on the properties of magnetic 
fluid and on the magnetic field value and has an order from several hours to several years.

1. Introduction. In magnetic fluid (ME) seals, the magnetic fluid is ex
posed to a high gradient magnetic held, and the energy of a magnetic particle 
is four orders of magnitude greater than that in a gravitational held. Therefore, 
the translational motion of nanoparticles in the zone of maximum magnetic held 
around the top of the pole tip becomes essential, and their distribution in the 
volume becomes non-uniform [1,2].

The experiments made by S. Taketomi [2] have demonstrated that the sealing 
ability (the burst pressure drop Ap) of static seals depends on the elapsed time 
t. In the beginning, the burst pressure increases and, with reference to analytical 
calculations [2] for a constant gradient of magnetic held, the concentration of 
particles grows in the seal gap in proportion to \/i. Then during some elapsed time, 
the burst pressure does not change. However, at the third stage it suddenly starts 
to grow again. While the first two stages can be explained by the increase of the 
particles’ quantity around the top of the pole tip up to close-packed arrangement, 
the third one remains unclear.

There is no answer to some questions for the first two stages either. First, 
there arises a question of the concentration growth rate. Secondly, there is a 
problem of seal parameters, at which the fluid in the gap remains a fluid instead 
of turning into an agglomerate of close-packed particles. Thirdly, in the external 
part of the magnetic fluid, which is in the zone of a comparatively weak magnetic 
held, the concentration of particles can become so small that the magnetic held is 
unable to hold the basic fluid in the seal and it leaks out from the seal under gravity. 
The seal parameters, at which such type of failure is possible, are unknown either. 
Besides, it is unknown what the time of stabilization of particles’ distribution in 
the seal is -  this is one of the main problems at the analysis of its operation.

* The research results were reported at the 13th International Conference on Magnetic 
Fluids (ICMF-13), January 7-11, 2013, New Delhi, India.
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The aim of the study is to define the parameters of the magnetic fluid and 
MF seal, at which the latter reliably operates during the given time.

2. Governing equations. The change of the particles concentration c is 
governed by a mass flux i

( > |  =  -d iv i .  (1)
The mass flux of the magnetic particles under the action of a non-uniform 

magnetic held and Brownian diffusion can be written as [3, T[
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i =  —pUS/c +  pcbpornSIH, (2)

with a diffusivity D, a mobility of particles b equal to the ratio of their velocity to 
the driving force. For small spherical particles, their mobility is specified by the 
Stokes formula b =  {l/6)npR. The magnetic moment of particles is m =  
where Mi is the saturation magnetization of a magnetite single crystal and is 
the volume of the particle magnetic core.

Taking into account the Einstein’s formula D =  kTb, equation (1) can be 
written as

P
dc
dt

=  V  (^pDVc - (3)

The viscosity of colloid solution of solid particles, as known, depends on their 
concentration p =  pof{c)- It means that the diffusivity

D =
kT kT

бтггуД 6тг?7оД/(с) 

Ihirther, we will use the Vand’s formula [5]

'2 .5 c+  2.7c2

Do
/ ( c ) '

/( c )  =  exp 1 -0 .609c

Using, as scales for space coordinates, the width of the seal gap a, for the magnetic 
held its strength at the gap center Hq, for the time a?/Do, it is possible to present 
equation (3) in the dimensionless form

—  =  V  ,
dt \ f{c (4)

where U =  po'mHo/ikT).

3. Problem geometry. It is assumed that the pole of the magnetic system 
has a hyperbolic form with the center of hyperbola on the surface of the shaft, and 
the distance between the apex of the hyperbola and the shaft is a. This scheme 
was used in [6. 7].

4. Numerical method. The problem was solved in elliptical cylinder coor
dinates (see, for example, [6. 7])

X =/icos?ych/, 
у =hsm psiif, (5)

where h =  a/cos/3, 0 < / < o o ,  0 < ? y <  2тг. The coordinate x is calculated from 
the center of the hyperbola along the radius, and the y-coordinate along the shaft. 
The MF free surface was assumed coinciding with a coordinate line /  =  const.
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The magnetic field in these coordinates is described by the expression

HoH
\Jsĥ ę +  sin̂  f

(6)

Equation (4) was solved by the numerical method of finite differences in the 
coordinate system (5) with the use of expression (6) for the magnetic field. The 
implicit conservative scheme of the second order of accuracy created by an integro- 
interpolation method was used. Taking into account its symmetry, the problem 
was solved only for у > 0. At all boundary lines of the ME volume the requirement 
of zero mass flux was set. A grid of 251 x 201 nodes was used; the time step in most 
cases was equal to At =  10“ '̂  (during the investigation of the initial stage, the 
step was equal to At =  10“ ®). To analyze the accuracy of the solution, the volume 
integral of the particles’ concentration was controlled during calculations. In all 
calculations it varied eventually no more than 2.5%, and such deviation has been 
received only after 4000000 time steps that confirms a comprehensible accuracy of 
the numerical analysis.

The concentration corresponding to cubic packaging was assumed to be max
imum, i.e. Стах =  7г/6. As soou as the concentration achieved a maximum value 
in any node of the grid, this node was excluded from the computing process; the 
condition of mass flux equality to zero was transferred over the boundary line of 
this control volume, and this transfer guarantees that the numerical method is 
conservative.

5. Results.
b.l. Concentration increase with time. As the initial value, the homoge

neous particles’ concentration in the ME volume cq =  0.12 was set and its time 
history for the values of the parameter U =  0.5, 5, 25 was examined. Simulation 
was made for the values of the geometrical parameters fS =  45°, Утах =  20. The 
character of the magnetic field gradient calculated from equation (6) completely 
corresponds to the character of the experimental data presented in _[2].

The dependence of the particle concentration increment under the top of the 
pole tip on the time is presented in a logarithmic scale in Eig. 1. In contrast to 
experimental data Й1, at the initial stage, the particles’ concentration grew not in 
proportion to the square root, but linearly to the elapsed time: dc =  {c — cq) ^  t. 
Only after t = 10“ ® the growth of the concentration slowed down, but the exponent

Fig. 1. Particles’ concentration increase under the pole tip vs. the time; co = 0.12.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of dc/U on the time; co =  0.12.

Fig. 3. Final concentration distribution: co =  0.12. (a) U =  0.6, t =  491, Cmax =  0.517; 
(b) U =  1, t =  150; (c) U =  25, t =  230. The area of close-packed particles is black- 
coloured.

was close to 0.5 only at small parameter U values, and it was equal to 0.63 for 
U =  25.

The coefficient of proportionality at the initial stage depends linearly on the 
parameter U, as presented in Fig. 2; the dependence of dc/U on the time is testihed. 
As shown in Fig. 2, this curve is almost universal, and small differences for different 
values of the parameter U probably cannot be detected experimentally.

5.2. Neutral curve. At some value U* of the parameter U the magnetic 
fluid can lose the fluidic property, i.e. it ceases to be a liquid. The value U* must 
depend on the initial concentration cq, as at cq close to тг/б it obviously will be 
close to zero, while for very small values cq it will tend to infinity. The dependence 
U*{cq) is important for the design of static seals, as it will allow to set such device 
sizes, at which the magnetic fluid in the seal does not lose its key property, i.e. 
fluidity.

All variants of computer simulation have been done over the range of ini
tial concentration cq variation from 0.02 to тг/б. Typical variants of final, i.e. 
equilibrium, patterns of the concentration distribution for the case cq =  0.12 are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. For other values of cq, the patterns differ only in size of the 
area of the close-packed particles.
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Fig. f. The neutral curve.
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As shown in Fig. 3, the maximum concentration of the particles can then 
appear both smaller and equal to тг/б. In the latter case, the gap can be both 
partially and completely overlapped by the close-packed particles. As a result of 
simulations, the neutral curve U*{co), dividing the areas Стах < vr/6 and Cmax =  
7t / 6 ,  has been obtained (Fig. 4).

In order to estimate the parameters of real magnetic fluids and burst pres
sure drops corresponding to the found neutral curve, we assume the particles as 
spherical with a complex structure: a solid particle with a diameter dg, a layer of 
surfactant with the thickness I «  2 nm, and an outer layer of solid particles equal 
to the step of the magnetite crystal lattice h =  0.84 nm, which is non-magnetized. 
It means that the concentration of the magnetic phase Cm in a colloidal solution 
is related to the concentration c by the ratio

Cm —
dg — 2h
dg + 21 (7)

The saturation magnetization Ms can be defined as Ms =  Mj • Cm, where 
Ml =  480kA/m is the magnetization of crystal magnetite. In that case, on the

Fig. 5. The critical burst pressure drop vs. the magnetization saturation for an MF 
seal with the parameters corresponding to the neutral curve.
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basis of the neutral curve, it is possible to calculate the data showing the interaction 
of the MF saturation magnetization and the burst pressure drop, which, as known, 
is determined by the expression
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Ap* =poM {H *)H *. (8 )

With the given dg, we calculated =  dg — 2h and dh =  dg +  21, then the mag
netic moment rn =  Miirdff/6 and (  =  pom/kT were calculated. After that the 
saturation magnetization Ms =  MiCo{d^/dh)^ was calculated for the initial con
centrations Co =  0.02 -y 0.4. The critical value U* was found from the neutral 
curve, and the strength of the magnetic held H* =  U*/( was also found. Next, 
from equation (8) it was possible to dehne the magnetization M  =  MsL(U*) with 
the Langevin function L and the burst pressure drop. The results are illustrated 
in Fig. 5.

As we see in Fig. 5, the neutral curve corresponds to a rather small burst 
pressure drop of 10 Pa, or 10 '̂* of atmospheric pressure. The maximum values 
are typical for huids with a saturation magnetization of lOkA/m. So the small 
pressure drop is determined by the fact that the absence of the area of close-packed 
particles is possible only at a very weak magnetic held under the pole tip of the 
magnetic system, at about lOkA/m.

5.3. Stabilization time of equilibrium distribution. The process of variation 
of the particle concentration in a magnetic huid with time has been analyzed. The

Fig. 6. Time history of the concentration distribution. /3 = 45°, cq = 0.12.
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Fig. 7. Time history of the concentration at the free surface.

time history of the distribution of the particles’ concentration along the shaft for 
[7 =  5 and [/ =  25 is shown in Fig. 6.

It should be mentioned that the area of the close-packed particles appears 
quickly enough (as shown in Fig. 3, with [/ =  25 this time is equal to 7 • 10“ )̂, 
but the gap is completely overlapped much slower by the close-packed particles 
(for the same case, as shown in Fig. 3, the time equal to t =  0.55 is required). For 
the whole range of initial concentrations and values of the parameter U, the time 
of the gap overlapping varied from 0.1 to 2.

The dependences c{t) at the free surface of the magnetic fluid for the essen
tially differing values of cq and U are presented in Fig. 7. It could be seen that the 
time of stabilization of the concentration distribution lies in the range t =  60 — 80 
for all values of the parameters. Numerical simulation of the problem for a wide 
range of the parameters shows that the equilibrium time, nevertheless, depends 
both on the initial density and on the parameter U. With increasing of the initial 
concentration this time is slightly reducing, and with increasing of the parame
ter U it is noticeably decreasing. But in the examined range (co =  0.02 — 0.36, 
U =  3.5 — 90), this time varied over the range from 23 (for co =  0.36, [/ =  90) to 
300 (for Co =  0.02, U =  3.5), remaining close to 100 for the values corresponding 
to real seals.

Let us estimate the scale of the dimensionless time to =  (fl/Do- The gap 
width a in static seals can be varied within a =  0.2 — 0.6 mm. The viscosity 
of the fluids used as the basis for magnetic fluids, for example, of oils, at room 
temperature can be in the range 0.02 — 0.1 kg/ms. Then the diffusivity is equal to 
Do =  1.57 • 10“ ^̂  m^/s for magnetite particles of 10nm in size in a fluid with the 
viscosity 0.02kg/ms. For a gap with a =  0.2 mm we obtain to =  7.1 hrs, and for 
a gap with a =  0.6mm we have to =  64 hrs. With the fluid viscosity 0.1 kg/ms. 
Do =  3.14 • 10“ ^^m^/s, and for a gap with a =  0.2 mm we get to =  35.3 hrs, but 
for a =  0.6 mm we get to =  318 hrs or 13 days. As we see, the characteristic time 
varies in a rather wide range (from 7 to 318 hrs) depending on the chosen fluid 
and seal design.

Thus, the time of the static seal gap overlapping by the close-packed particles 
depends on the fluid viscosity and on the magnetic held strength in the gap and 
varies from several hours (that corresponds to the experimental data to 2 
weeks. Accordingly, the process of final stabilization of the particles’ distribution 
in the entire volume of the magnetic fluid, for which the characteristic time is 
t ~  lOOto, can take from one month to four years.
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Probably it is a reason of the burst pressure drop increase for the static seal 
after some period of its stabilization found in and so far having no explanation. 
If the magnetic field in the gap is not too strong, the final pattern displayed in 
Figs. 3,6 is also analogous; after reaching the maximum value Ap  there are no 
reasons for its further increase. This situation corresponds to the case of the 
widest gap in experiments J^. However, if a large enough plug of the close-packed 
particles is formed in the gap, as shown in Fig. 3c, such plug behaves not as a fluid 
but as a ductile body.

5.4. Destruction of magnetic fluid in the static seal. Under a strong enough 
magnetic held and with a small initial concentration, a situation is possible when 
the number of particles near the MF surface during establishing of the equilibrium 
distribution becomes so small that the fluid practically loses its magnetic proper
ties. As a consequence, from the volume filled with a magnetic fluid, a “tear drop” 
of the basic fluid will leak out under the action of gravity.

The fluid leaks out from the seal when its weight becomes more than the 
magnetic force keeping it: pg > plqM\AH/Ay\. Let us assume that M  =  M\c^ 
and Cm with account of (7) is related to the concentration c via the ratio c «  
4cm, and also that AH/Ay =  {Hq/a){AH/Ay)dim- The dimensionless gradient 
of the magnetic held along the shaft (di7/dy)dim is found from expression (6), 
and for у =  10 it is equal to |(di7/dy)dim| =  0.00971 and for у =  20 we have 
|(di7/dy)dim| =  0.00248. Then the above requirement is fulfilled if
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c < c Apga 1
poMiHo |dff/dy|di,

(9)

For comparative analysis two cases have been chosen:
1) a =  0.2mm, у =  20;
2) a =  0.4mm, у =  10.
As the gap width a is used as a distance scale, both these cases correspond 

to the 4 mm distance from the free surface to the plane of symmetry. These two 
cases are good for comparison as the MF volume in both cases differs a little and 
critical values of the surface concentration are close (c* «  0.011). The derived 
relations for both investigated cases are shown in Fig. 8.

6. Conclusions. The fluid can remain fluidic in the static seal only if the 
magnetic held in the seal gap is small enough and the fluid magnetization is not

0.05 0.10 0.15
Co

Fig. 8. Neutral curve for magnetic fluid destruction. Solid line: a =  0.2 mm, dashed 
line: a =  0.4 mm.
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too large. It has been discovered that from this point of view the magnetic fluids 
with a saturation magnetization of lOkA/m are optimal.

The characteristic dimensionless time of Ailing the gap with close-packed par
ticles is t 1 that is in line with the physical time (depending on the fluid viscosity 
and gap width) from several hours to several weeks.

The dimensionless time of establishing of the equilibrium distribution of mag
netic particles in the entire volume of magnetic fluid in the static seal in a wide 
range both of initial concentrations and of magnetic held values is t 100, i.e. 
this process can last from a month to several years.

At small initial concentrations of particles and in a strong magnetic held, the 
destruction of magnetic fluid and the leakage of the basic fluid from the static seal 
are possible.

The analysis allows to recommend, as an optimal design, a static seal, in which 
the magnetic held at the gap center has a value no more than 200-300kA/m  and 
the magnetic fluid has a magnetization of 15 kA/m  with as much as possible viscous 
basis.
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